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ABSTRACT:

. 2

The approach that we present to problem-gblving has two components:

..,

closeness and reformUlation. The.closenesa measure is a cognitIvely-
....,

--- .

baSed heuristic function, and reformulation provides the problem- solver
. ,

.with new ways of looking at the.goal mid is mediated by t,he closeness

1 measure. We aiply the proposed ideas to many problemi that'have
I

'traditionally been used to test problen-sOlving ideas.

1\

Generally speaking, thqe is first a.situation
SI, the situation in which the actual thought process Awls, and

then, after a number of..steps
S2, in which the prociss ends, the. problem is' solved.

Let its consider the nature of situation and siltation 2 by compare
ing them, and let us then consider what goes on between, how and
why: Clearly the process is a transition, a change from St %nto
S2, as compared with S2 is structurally incomplete, involves a gap
or a structural troubli, whereas S2 is in theie tespects strilcusrally
better; the, adequately, the structural trouble has dis-
appeared; it is- sensibly aompkte as against S1.

When the problem isf realized, S4 contains structuial strains and
stresses that are resolved in S2. The thesis is that the very
of the steps, of the operations, of the changes between Si and
springs from the nature of the yectori set up l theSe structural
-troubles in the diiection of helArtg -the situation, of _straightening
it out structurally. This is quite-in contrast to processes in whict
some steps.-sorne operations coming from various sources and Ong
in various directions, may led to the solution in a fortuitous, zigzag .
way.%

.

-- Max Werthelner, Productive Thinking

a
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INTKODUCTION

In this paper we present a new approach to problem -solvi4/and apply it

to a' variety of problems that have traditionally been a test-bed for problem-

solving ideas. the reader.who is impressed-by the role 'cognition plays in

human problem-solving will notice that the new approach has a great deal of

cognitive relevance. On the hand, the person who is performance -minded

will have 'opportunities to see the scope and geners14ty of the proposed ideas through

the examples, which include the Father and Sons Task, various water-jug problems,

blocks problems with interaction of goals and the Elementary Algebra Task.

A SEARCH PROCEDURE

-cr :1:,nvenience of exposition, we conffnc ourselves to problems representabfe

in state space and use the terminology of NT1sson DJ. The problem - solver would

-
require as primitive only a n function which would enable it to compute a

"closeness measure" between two states, denoted C(s ) for two states s And s
. 1 2 1 2'

It could be a numerical messure but it need not be so. The closeness measure gives
,

the problem-Solver the ability to decide which of a set of.candidate nodes to expand

next. The formatiorAof the closeness criterion corresponds to an "understanding" of

the problem,end thus would be task- dependent. 'Actually, we shall re that fotclasses

of tasks, essentially the same closeness measure would be applicable.
.0.1111

The.search is cor-t-t-Naed by a modified depth-first algorithm. In the
,

lowing, we will'aot explicitly state the activities normal to this class of

.
.

algorithms,. such aths establishment of back,poineers. The initial state is

e-0, the goal State is C, PARENT(s) is the parent node of For each node s

that is expanded, BACKM(s) is' a set of neties to back up, to if expansion of

node esults in no expandable successors, i.e., a cut-off has occurred.?
, .

1) 's -4' so

2) i.. Expand s

4UP( ) ,is e ty set.

delete-fmom e
.
successors odes already generated, and let

.
6
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"the retaining successors be the set If S is empty, go t6 5).

'Else, check to see if GdS. If yes, exit wit h success. Else go to

1

3) Choose the node in S'that is closest Co G (decide ties arbitrarily).

and set the value of s.to'this node.

1 , 1 '

4) BACKUP(s) ;s . 'If BACKUP(s) is bon-empty,rgo tb.2). Else set

BACKrP(s ChlT(PARENT(s)) and go to 2).

5) rSetptv:means a out-off has occurred.) If BACKUP(s) is empty, exit

with failure. dtherwise set S BACKUP(s) and go to 3).

The basic idea
u
or the procedure is simple. As a node is-expanded, the sct

of,zucces?ors is pruned to eliminate any elements identical to noes already,.

generated. If the goal is-not found among the remainder, the successor closest.
.to the goal is, chosen for expansion next. If a node has no expandable successors

(i.e., if the arunedIket of successors is empty s cut-off has occuped, and she

closest node frac its udexpanded siblings is chogen. If this is not possible,,

trace back through the ancestors uniil one with a set of unexpan ded siblings' is

found, and chooie the closest from it for further expansioa- If no such node is

found, exit with failure. This kind of back-up incorporates the no ton of.

pUrsuing a iina,of thought".

We hay.e given a rather simple search prodedyre for purpopes of exposition.

One of the desirable modifications would be when the closeness measures .far two

.candidate states are equal, Ye th boveAprocedure, we have brokAu the ties

arbitrarily, and the search would go down the chosen node. However, a, more

`intelligent procedure would be to expand both of thed one kevel dowa, see if v**
,

.
,. _any further insight through closeness of successors can be'obtained betere a. 7 ''.-,

.cammittment is trade _to a "lLne of thought".

-

The interpretatson of the clofteness measure is what, distinguishes it:from.

_other heuristic functions used to order nodes,-such as the cast function; la,
0

ar

ci

.

..4
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of Nilsson. Our closeness measure is related to what is cognitively considered

the "essential" part of the description.

S LIC CLOSENESS

There is a simple type of loseness which we call symbolic closeness and

which is the appropriate-closeness measure fora class of problems, which

includes EheeFather and Sons Task, the Logic Ta4, the Missionaries andAannibals ,

Task and the Elementary Algebra Task, In all these casesticertain symbols are

absEraceed from the state description as having been deemed "essential ". The'\

closeness. measure is obtained by matching lists of these abstractea'symbols.

For instance, let. L _ 'A,B,C', I ,B.r, and L1: A,3, If- be such

ists:of abst.v2cted :,nbols for states s, sl, s2, and s3; then

C(s,si) = C(s,s2)<F(s,s3); i.e,, are equally clOse.t

equiring change in one symbol to achieve symbolic closenesi, but 83'

is farther from s, needing changes in two symbols. Let us illustrate

by means of the Father- and Sons Task [2]. .

Example 1. Father and Sons Task

The prOblem is: "A fagher weighing 200 poundi and two sons each
A

weighing 100 pounds wish to cross a river. The only conveyance t

available is a boat of capacity 200 pounds. Father and .sons can

operate the boats individually." Our system starts with the following

reprientation: Initial State'is RIGHT(F,S1,S2,Boat), LEFT(None);

goal is LEFT(F,S1,S2,-Boat). The list used for clobeness is the LEFT

list of candidate state, i.e., this liseis matched with that-of the

goal state. The more matches, the closer. The tree appears as Figure 1.
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RIGHT(F)
LEFT(S1fS2,Boat)

RIGHT(F,S2,Boat)
LEFT(S1)

LEFT(F,S1,Boat)

IRIGBT(S1,S2,Boat):
LEFT(F)

(i---EIT(None)
LEFT(F,S1,S2,Boat)

. 6

RIGHT( ,S1,S2,Boat
LEFTS as).

4

RIGEV(F,S1),
LEFT(S2,Boat)1

RIGHT(F,S1,Boat)!
LEFT(S2)

RIGHT(F)

LLEFT(S1,S2,Boat)

CAT'XF S2)
EFTS Boat

14CHT(S1,S2
LEFT(F,Boat)

rRIGHT(F,S1,S2,Boat)
LEFT(Noae)

RIGIIT(F,S2,Boat)1
LEFT(S1)

.r

RIGHT(S2)
: LEFT(S1,F,Boat)'

Figure 1'

9
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In this problem, the only time closeness is used is.to choose node g

over nodes (2:, 5) , and fP.- Nodes "6-! , 17.),,A) , and ) were generated earlier and

a.

. .
..

lose out to their siblings. This, performance is striking in comparison with that.
N

oi-"GPS on the same, problem [2].

Symbolic closeness is applic-able to prothems where certain tokens need to_
.

be present or absent in the state represeneation.i. eater we shall see that --

symbolic closeness works very successfully in the Algebra Task: It is our

working byPothesis that a taxonomy of problems exists 'based oh the closeness

measures that thdy'call for,and the p'ocess of "understanding" the problem

corresponds to "framing" the problemin a cognitive map.within the appropriate
-

taxonomic unit, this resultilpg in the relevant closeness heuristic,

In this first exatple, the cognitive role was restricted to noting the

. presence or absence of symbol tokens. In the next, quantity is introduced in

the closeness meastire.

QUANTITATIVE CLOSENESS

Example;2. - A Water Jug Task [21'.

it.fGiven alfive-,gallon jug and an eight-gallon jug, ho'w can pre-
,

cisely two gallons be put into the fiNie-gallon jug?' Since there

is a %ink nearby, a jpg can be'filled from the tap and can be,

-* kemptied by. pouring its contents down the drain. Water can be poured

from one fug into another, but no measuring devices4re avail-

ablekother than the jugs themselves."

'The representation is - Initial state 05(0), JS(0) }, goal J5(2).-In this
,

case, theipessential element is not simply.the presenoe or absence of tokens,.

but the concept of quantity. Let J5(xrand J5(y)-be the components of states'

s and s
1
where s

1
is'a successor of s. If x is lees than 2 (since the-goal,

10

/
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description is J5(2) 'in this example) the successors of swill be judged on

the basis of their contribution in increasing.the contents of J5. Then, si

scores a match, in closewss caltul,ation, if y > x. If x is greater than-S,

the above argulAnt will be reversed, The alternatives for expansion vial be

bcofedin terms of this measure of closegess.. Notliethe roli Bayed by_the

parent of node si in calculating the doge:less of si. It is anotherfaspect pf

the notion of `'pursuing a-line of thought".

The. tree that is generated is given it Figure 2.

38(0)'

[J5(0),38(0A ''J5(5), J8(8)

4
J5(0), J8tOli

J5(0), J8(81j

LT5(0), J8(0)I

Figure 2

The circled numbers near the.nodes represent the order' 0f :expansion. Ernst and
----

Newell [2], ,comment on the behavior of GPS 11 solving this problem:

"The use of differences in this task seems.to be a rather ineffective means Of

guidipg*the problem - solving GPS might,need some additional problem-solVng
/

e.g., planning, In older to be more proficient -at the task." The

k
reader might notice 4hat to the extent that planning inVolves abstracting the
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0:essential" from he inessential" linproblem=soivine our system the rudiments.

_

of pAnning in the concept ofelospneis.

4

OgDER-BASED .CLOSENESS
?#,

=.1 ,

In the -literature recently, the problem of interaction of goals has

received some attention-. Sacerdoti [3],...Sussman [4), Tate [5], and.Warren:r6)
.

.

. -consider as a prototypical exarnr4e the following problem Inthe iLOCKSworld.
* '

,

Ex-Ample 3.

'Change

C4

1---r
to I B

B. C.
-- TABLE TABLE

Only ontroperator is available: PUTON(X,Y), for which X shOold have

cleartop. A: is generally pointed out thqiCS fares poorly in this

problem and oqers 4Nre characterized by the sot-called inter -

action of goals. This term arises since tends view the,
11p., .

goal as consisting of a conjunction of two subgoals: (ONB C) and

. on ON(A B), bUt if one subgoal Is achieved, it will have to be undone toI
achieve the other subgoal. In our opinion, this problem arises in this

case because of a weakness in traditional'representdtions of the problem,

which do not perdit imparting of sam lessentiki"informationite thy. system

which is- intuitively available to the hUMan: We'shall solve the'problem
% .

using two different notions of closeness, one we feel might correspond

to that of4a person who has lived ail his life in .4 world of no- gravity

44
.nci othee'carturing our intuition the role played by the ,order of blocks.

. 4
#

Let the representation

initial state ON C A

:ON A TABLE!

ON B TABLE,'

goal state ;ON A B

12

ION BC

UN G TABLE

f
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The first4iotion of closeness is simply T,' the more ON statements the gtate. .

.4
description shares with the goal state the,closer. The tree in Ffzure 3 is

generated-.

`ON B
ON A Tabrei,

ON B Table

ON AC
C Table

ON B Table

t

O
rON B C

N C A
, I ON A Table

g- ON 11-4

ON A Table
ON C Tabld

ON CA
. ON A B

I ON B Tagle

ON A B
%ON B Table
I ON C Tab lei

b
C Table

ON A Table
ON B Table

ON A B
. ; klable

I ON B Tabie ION B C
I ON C-Table ON C Table I

[ONA B I
ON BC
ON C Tablet

'figure 3

---C

f

ION B Table
ION A

ION-C Table

Some explanations: Expansion of 'node A not shoes .it simply results in the4.14

41"*I
Nodes' .c and. d 'are equally' close. We ixave assumed Ithe worst

4
tand let c be selected, resulting in successors e and f. Node f is recognized. as

initial -state.,

.. i . : 2 c

haying been rprated, expallaion of .e resultii -in a cuZ7off.. -Th.e system backs up .. } ,...It ,

to 0:1kwhich leads straight to the -goal..,_::_

13-
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'1 Nowlet us consider a moreisophisticated"notion of cloeness for this class
I°.

: k _. . .
of problems. inle, e,.adon 'why human's solve this problem with remarkable ease is'

v
.,

that they do not. regard the three components of our goal descriptions as equiva-.
3. .. , . - .

-lent and independent., The is atpiece of knowledge that they bring into the
- ,

situation, something that is a product of haying lived in a world with-gravity, .I. ,

e :
ana4at can be incorprated into the.closenese measure,' The new notion of

closehess is: If ON(Xn,Table) is'part of the goal description, then a state

having ON(Xn,Table) is closer than anoiher'state which does not have ON(Xn,

Table), wletever the matchings of other component de- scriptions. Similarly,

a state having f(ON(Xn_1,Xn)fON(Xn,Table))is ?loser thap anotp.er state which
/

,does not hae f(ON(X
n71.,

X
n
), ON(X

n'
Table)). , whatever the matchings of other

components; and so on. The new tree is given in Eigure'4. :A significant-

reduction in search over Figure 3 is seen.

e

f

ON &Table. .

ON C B
ON B Table

ON t A
t'N A Table

ON B Table

014 B C ON A Table
ON C A ON II Tablel.
ON A Table ON C Tables .

,
ON AB B ON A
ON B Table A Tablej

I

ION C table' .ON C Table

1
ON X C
ON 4 Table
ON g Table!

ION k Table

ON B C
.ON'C Table

(Nodes which are the same as,ihbse-:.
-generated earlier are not shown) 7

yigure 4

14

IONA B
ON B C
ON C Table `

U
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* `Example 4

Let us consider the following mpre.complicated case.

10

i --i
4fr

A., .

For siMpIicitytwe

i
switch to a pictorial representation of states without lops of generality. 1'.v

.
. .

The problem is taken from DJ and is as follows.

A

--7====y,

The treewhich results after search with the closeness measure incorporating

.order is given in Figure 5.

L

1141E2LA

L5

ry
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The solution is ramarkabryr -straightforward,: Mode 'i is closer than its siblings
x

and thus chosen, be4ause 1 satisfies (ON D, Table). Similarly node 2 is

chosen over its siblings because if satisfies <ON C D) and (OR D Table) and so on.
_ .. . .

.As Sacerdot't [3] points out, goal interaetion can.be avoided by plannin
, t 7

-;.-

- 1 .
e

As mentionejOtarligi,-and as can hrseen from the examples.in.this section, Our
4.0 ,

notion. of closeness' gives the spstemrtlie rudiments of plannidg.

FdRMULATION
*

ti The human ptobleMssolverswhile engaged in a search with whatever concepts of

closeness provided him by his own cognitive system, is also considering possiblAt_

rOormulations of th orobl This reformulation_luides t search in Such a ).

way that both the oriel problem and the reformulations are simultaneously

"9

N..

kept in mind. OUr concept` -of closeness 'promises to provide"a_smooth way of

integrating these* modes of problem- solving.

-Again, let us conne ourselves` to problems whose solution, process can

completely moUeled as a state-space search (like all the examples so fai.)

e

A clasical-obtion here,i4"woTking back from the goal". In fact, the reformulations,

we talk about will be, for this class of problems, states which lead to the goal

state. However, 1n order to cut dawn the,searp space backwards, one needs4 - -1 446,

Some sort_of criterion. Since the only primitive notion available to our
1

problemsolver is that of closeness, the.reformulation in general, and working

4
back from the Coal in particular, need to be anchored to that measure. In the-

_Logic Task, reformulation based on'closedess_is more than working back

_from the goal and in fact, ails naturally-to problem-?eduction. For now, however,_

we see reformulation as a way of gaining insight by backing up from the goal,.

examining what results, and-using :It to guide forward search.,Werallmer

says, in discussing the petformancs' of_youngbausti. at-age six, summingil + 2 + ... lb
. -

in 'a new way, "In the process the.various.items cOarly gain dnAw.meaning; they.. 2 A.

appear,functionally determined in a neli may. Vine Is no longer viewed as 8 plus 1,

_
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...,

,

12'
....

.,

it has become 1Q4inus 1, and so on'. Reformulation is, an attempt to give the

system, the, ability to see the gaAl in, a new `crag.
.

Our criterion for a meaningful refo ulationeof a goal. G as G' is drat:

i),there exist permissible operators taking G to G' and Viceversa, and ii)

G and G' differ in some essential respects, or, in the language of closeness,

C(S,G) --ZC(S,G') where S is, N,y, the initial state, and C(x,y)-is the measure

of,eloseiless between states'x and y, -q(s;d) = C(S,G') implies that in the respects

deemed essential by the cognitive system, G and G'-are not m4angfully different,'
,

and dins looking at G' will not yield_anyinilght.

The suggestion that'G'qualifies as a reformulation e4an if`-s? less closg

from G' than from G might ke'plazz1i-at first. However, creativity consists it'
40

4
,looking at possibilities which\tre against convention or are counter-intuitive.

-Reformulation is a way of "shaking up" the goi'l representation for possible

insights and a more "difficult" goll qualifies as a reformulat on for this

son.

Suppose a set of meaningful reformulations (G11 .,G
n
'! have been generated.

Before reformulation, closen.tss for a state s would be c,47,G). However, after

--the reformulation, the. modified closeness measure would be min {C(s,G), C(s,G1),

C.(s,Gn)t. :or each candidate node, this modified closeness would be

qorput , lnd:the ;ode with the smallest nessore would be serected. Perhaps the

ideas will beer .% cldarer afterthe next Flample.

494

Example 5
r

, ALet s take the following 'ale-jue problem [2) . The"Witial sa

c

fe

05(0), J3(0), J8(8)), and the goal is {J.(4), J3(0), J8(4)). 'However, jugs

can neither be filled ;with al& from any tap nor can they_be emptied by pouring

-ale down the drain ,(peavetforbid1).

The basic closenesi measure is similar to that used in.EXample 2, butr;4awAie
e

have tWegbal components The-extension is best illustrated by soisidering the;k r
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successors of thesinitial.state,
si:1J5(5), 43(0), J8(3)1 and s2:05(0), J3(3),

J8(5), 4nd the. goal.state. Considering J5, we wish xo increase its contents,

thus s
1
wiLl score a match.- Similarly considering J8, the goal state requires

.

. .

,

reducing its contents. .1tre both t, and s2 will score matcliee. Now considering..:
.

*
:. ,

both of them)together, si will be deemed closer than s2.
.

The following are
.

two candidates for reformulation: G
1
= {J5(4), J3(3),

.

t

J8(1)}: 'and G2 = {.15(1), J3(3), J8(4)), and both staisfy the conditions for.

*reformulation. The forward search based a reformulation now proceeds and the

tree isgrlyerated as in Figure p6

,j5 (0)

;j3(0)

J8(8)

4,
:J5(0)

'.15(2)
.

. 'TT(5),
J3(0) J3(3) J3(3),
J8(8) j -18(3)' Jf3(0)17 .2`.--"--: ,

s
2

F-13Thi

J3(3)1

1J8(5)j

s_

'J5(2)-
' J3(0),

38(6):

s6

1;515)

3(3);

iJ8(0)'

1



Choice between s
1

and s
2

14
infivor would be done with or withoutreformu-

lation, with the basic',notion of closeness available to the system. Let us

consider the choice between
s3

and s
4 [nodes marked * are nodes previously

generated and tlosed]. 440..

Without reformulation, both s
3
and s

4
will scoreA

equally in the closenev.calcu/ation. This is because between s and goal, the

contents of .TS'adki 38 need to-aecrease,
s3 will score one match with respect.to

35 and s
4
also one, but.with respect tg 38. On the other hand,_with reformu-

lation, the closeness measure can be illustrated as follows.

4

G G
1

-G
2

35 x

'381N.

35

38 x

x

(I)

That is, s3 i
and expanded. State s

6
is recognized as

iaenticaltos4andisnotexpursuings..would have led to i cur -off

(in thit.Case doesn't), then s4 wouldbe pursued. As 0 however, the goal,-

s now deemed closer,

is reached quickly.

We have applied reformulation to a'variety of other 'problems with success.

In particular, the ,Father and Sons Task and the Hissickaties Task quickly

result in solutions, when snccessive reformulation, mibiaed with symbolic

.closeness is employed. There is hardly any search. The Elementary Algebra

Task [8] is handled elegantly byzeforniulation. We now proceed to that task.

E
ELMENTARY ALf2BRA TASK

The rewrite rules, as they appI

Rl. A+6 8+A
4

A+01-1-0 (A413)+C

R3. (04-B:I. A sic:

[8],re given below:

R4. A (A+0-8

R5. CAT. := (OC)-B

R6. (44+3)-C :- (A-04-3

ness measure .use4d, is the sxubolic closeness, i.e., a list is formed
,

19
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....
.

%of.the token symbols Appeaang in the expression'arlduledtto compute the

clOseness measure as eplained earlier.
The operators do not appear in:' ....r

'the list, ,i.e., they ar apStrected_out.,

Given a theorem to Wove of the form LEFT STRING i= RIGHT ITRING,

only rulet R3 and R4 are .otentially applicable for refo uiAtion of the

goal, since they'are thecnly ones that change symbolic c oseness.' In R4,
, ..plysythe role of a vag

k
able standing for any expression. Each

15

form containing the variable, s Y.
reformulation is at first Aeprin tfb A

The first task of the executive* is to achieve symbolic closeness. It
..-

;
.

expands. the initial node (i.e.,the LEFT STRING)." If R4 is used., 'there

will be variables. A determination is made of the-possible substututions

for the variables, say X, such that the resul.tIng
expression is as close

c.as possible to the goal. These possible substitutions are remembered, but

the successor is'kept in the form containing

Now a substitution for the variable Y cin a given refolLulationlis

made so as to result in an expression as close as possible co the succe-

ssors of the initial node. Since these successors contai6 the generic

variable X, the subititution for Y will in general be in a form,

containing X. This is done for each reformdlation and the set of refor-
\mulations is now used to guide forward search so as to achieve grouping

/
closeness.' Once groupiig closeness Is achieved, X eissubstitote for

by'the-possible substittitions that were determined earlier, to see if

the two expressiond which are symbolically and yping-.4is.91 blobe, are

in fact identicil.-pf
so, the problem ig soly ,$. Otherwise, other

branthes of the_search tree are Pursued..

Let us illustrate it 'with anexanple that had the, longest solution

tine for the Quinlan -Hunt system.

*The search procedure described earlier needs to be given additional capabi-lities for this class problems,, such as substitution fok free variables. Theneeded changes should become` clear
as the executive is described.

2.0
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Example:? Prove (A-C)-(B-C) := A-B

c.

16

The .Quinlan-Hunt system had proved five theoreme-f ,up to

this point. We shall assume that our,system has aciess to tke sane theorems,

in particular Theorem 5, which is (A-B)+C := A-1-(C-B).

The first stage of the reformulation of the goal is as folio's.- ,

p.

-(001) -Y) -B

A B R4
A ((B+Y) -Y)

'(A-B)+Y)-y

The initial state is (A -C) -(B -C). The only rule applicable is R4, but it

can, be applied in seven different 'ways

1. XUA+X)-74-C1-(B-C)

2. (A-4(C-1-11-X))-(B2C)

3. (((A-0-0-X)-(B-C)

4, (A-C)-(((B+X)-X)-C)(

5. (A -C) -B-((04.;XY -X) )

6. (A -C) -Ma -C)-1-i) -)

7. (((A-c) -C))+F) -X '

Of the poSsible substitution's for X, substituton of A or Byould
,

be the only ones consistent with maximizing closeness to the goal. This

is nottekantput away for future use.

6
The variable Y in the reformulations is now to be subs,tituted for

.in such 'a way as to maximize closeness to
L

one or more offtthe seven

.
successors. It can be seen that substitution of (X+C) would result

in symbolic closeness being achieved between the successors and the reformu-

'lations. All the seven successors are-now equally close to the reformulatibna,

which are, -after substitution; the following

I.: ((A +(XtC))- (X±C)) -B

II. A-((B+(k±C))7(X4-09

"III. ((A -B) +(X 6)-(XtC)



CFic;ure 7 shows the results of forward seardh, assuming that the first
4

of the successors is selected. The last expression in the tree is identical
NN

1

(((Ai-X)- X)- :C) -(B-C)

6

:

(((A-X)+X)-C)-(B-C)
.;

ri

R6'

' (((A-X)-C)4.Y.)-(IC)

Theorem 5

Figure 7

to reformulation III, with the substitution
X=B "and the choice of the

sign in she substitution cY=XI-C. The theorem is proved.

Choice of any of the successors -t.0 A9-, would-result in a cut-off.,

Figure 8 shows,this for (2):.--

(A-((c+x)-x))-(B-c

R6

(A-((C-X)+X))-(B-C)

Figure 8

22
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On the other hand, if cD had been chosen,"there would be suctess

-again. Figure 9 shows this. The expression pointed by the arrow
-t

in the figuregpatches ref ormulatiOff I for X=B and Y=8:-C.

ad

(((A-C)-11)-(B-c))-k

(((A41.) -C) - (B --C)) -X

Figure 9

R6

t((-C)--(B-C))-X)-1-X

; .

4t,

C(A4-(X-C))-(B-C))-X 4

.0

We gave the problem-solver only the notion of symbolic closeness.

If we had given,in addition, a notion of grouping closeness (people, use

that in making choices for this class of problems), 4;. CD would have

been expanded first. However, is not clear to the authors at present

how a general concept of grouping closeness can be formulated. It is a

subject of current investigation. It would e easy to come .up with a-

v

grouping closehess 'measure thatybll work for this case4 but that would have

had an ad hoc flavor.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper is based on the view that at the.very base of any problem-
,.

solving activity there is a cognitive component. The various problem-
.

solving modes such asearqh, planning and problem- reduction are not

independent, disjointed activities, but work in a*coherent way, mediated

by input from cognition. A task of any problem- solving theory is to

uncover this cognitive role, h tendsto be hidden under the
_-

accumulation

ti

23
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of a nupaber of high-level heuristics.

The closeness concept incorpotates our notion of what cognition notices'
,

- -- '-as the structural difference between two situations. The problem-solver,

attempts to close the structural gap, and once this is done 14 the right

way, other things fall into place. Reformulation is a'powerful way of

obtaining a different view of the task.

there are several aspects of these ideas which need further fniresti-

gation. It is not clear how to formalize the specific conditions under:

which reformulation is to be activated in a problem-solver4 -To some extent,

an absolute commictmept is not wise; since a problem-solving theory should

capture not only what is common to intelligent problem-solving, but also

should provide for
individual,liffetences, and indi--vidual dtherence plays

in the inv °Cation of reformulltion.
Nevertheless, more u4derstanding'

o this aspect is needed.

Means-ends analysis 4s a useful component of problem-solving, though

we do not assign it a dominant rjfe. We are currently studying how this

/component can be smoothly integrated into our system.

The taxonomy closeness itself is a matter of great interest. Other

kinds of closeness measu

tigation should provide a

will be clearly needed and a systematic inves-,

at deal of insight into the structureJO! the

cognitive base of problem-solving.
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